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Executive Summary 

 

 
 

The creation of internet treasury control systems has been one of the maximum crucial occasions 

to take location inside the international of company banking. Cash control offerings are typically 

provided by banks to company customers to permit them to control them to control cash flow 

and associated treasury sports. The internet allows economic establishments and their enterprise 

customers to conduct these monetary transactions with a excessive stage of ease and efficiency. 

Until currently only the larger companies observed it price powerful to apply coins management 

equipment that have been to be had. 

By moving from a windows based totally system to a web-based totally system there are 

numerous greater possibilities available for the small commercial enterprise owner. Magnet , 

pioneer in web-based totally cash management and business banking, has developed a  

unmarried integrated platform of enterprise banking applications designed to meet the 

specialized wishes of small agencies. 

Small Business provides an advanced suite of web-primarily based business banking packages 

available to small agencies. 
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Introduction 
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1.0 Introduction 

 
The past decade has witnessed widespread modifications in the structure, traits, and kinds of 

products services provided through the financial service industry. The maximum large changes 

were in 4 areas: consolidation, convergence, competition, and guidelines. These modifications, 

which are predicted to maintain to occur at a higher velocity inside the destiny, have been 

submitted and caused by a number of things and forces, which include the global monetary  

crisis, globalization of enterprise, geographic expansion, especially valued stock prices, product 

line expansion, technological advances, fairly low hobby costs, and the global financial 

downturn. Consolidation, convergence, opposition, and policies have converted the monetary 

offerings industry from traditional companies which include banks, brokers, coverage 

corporations, mutual price range, and securities providers to assets control agencies such as 

financial institution keeping businesses (BHCs) and economic maintaining corporations (FHCs). 

The structure and traits of banks and banking agencies are changing from conventional brick- 

and-mortar branches to standard banking, personal computer banking, and internet banking. 

Customers can now do one-prevent purchasing for all of their monetary services. 

The variety of alternatives is not restrained by way of geographic restrictions and/or product 

limitations. The majority of families and corporations. 

 

 

1.1 Origin of the Report 

 
Preface as a part of the route curriculum, every student of the bachelors of Business 

Administration of UIU has to accomplish a venture work, that’s to making ready an internship 

report. 

In order to stand the demanding situations of the new millennium, there may be no better quarter 

for us than to learn about non-banking machine and its activities. The file has been prepared on 

the premise of popular sports and the analysis of overall recruitment process and performance of 

this office. 
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1.2 Scope: The main scopes of the Internship Program are: 

 
➢ In order to stand the demanding situations of the new millennium, there may be no better 

quarter for us. 

➢ To learn about the non-banking activities. 

➢ To analysis of overall performance 

➢ To examine various process. 

 
I tried my degree high-quality to examine something for the duration three months inter 

duration and preparation this data. The case take a look at will play a brilliant function to 

teach us approximately its policies and practices and “Recruitment process of IDLC Finance 

Limited.” 

1.3 Objective of the report: 

 
There are two objectives in my report: 

 
Primary Objective: 

 
The major objective of the data is to analysis of activities. To know about the management 

system, its formation, and its functional and financial aspects. To have a clear knowledge about 

all the division and departments. 

Secondary Objective: 

 
1. To achieve the practical knowledge that will be helpful for future life. 

2. To apply theoretical knowledge inside the practical area. 

3. To have exposure to the functions of widespread non-banking segment and have a look at 

the running surroundings in commercial, to look at current patron relqationship. 
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1.4 Methodology 

 

 
Particularly where an issue has been the subject of recent press attention, the shutters go up and 

there is no way in. All can do in such circumstances is to give up and try something else likely to 

be more productive. Crucial to the business of initially gaining access is the whole matter of 

assurance of confidentiality, anonymity, etc. In this context the questionnaire was not a fully 

fledged one and was made with an intention of getting the main information. So my report was 

really crisp and was aimed at getting the required information in the least time. 

Sources of data: 
 

Primary Sources: 
 

a. Observation 

b. Conversation 

 
Secondary Sources: 

 

• Web sites. 

• Report, product catalogue 

• Newsletters 

 
1.5 Limitations of the study: 

 
To conduct this workout to gather a few statistics at the needs and options of customers of proof 

evaluation updates concerning the format in which ends up are presented: 

• The sample area and sample size has been limited due to time constraint. 

• Respondents are reluctant for their feedbacks and opinions, and authenticity of their 

statements can’t be verified too. 

• All the observation and recommendation will be made on the feedback obtained from 

survey. 
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Part 2 

 
Introduction of the Organization 
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2.0 Introduction of IDLC Finance 

 
Finance is a device that entails the trade of budget among the borrowers and lenders and 

investors. It operates at diverse ranges from firms to international to national ranges. Thus,threr 

are numerous complexities concerned in it associted with markets, institutions, etc. Financial 

organization is accountable for the supply of money to the marketplace thru the switch of budget 

from investors to the organizations inside the shape of loans, deposits, and investments. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
35 branches       wide range of financing products         Capital Market Investment Products 1300+ employees 

 
& services through subsidiaries 

 
 

 

 

 
 

The maximum not unusual styles of financial establishments include industrial banks, investment 

banks, brokerage corporations, insurance organizations, and asset management funds. Other 

types consist of credit unions and finance corporations. Financial institutions are regulated to 

govern the delivery of money inside the marketplace and guard consumers. 
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We will be the best financial brand in the country. 

 

 

 

 

We will focus on quality growth, superior customer experience 

 
 

 

2.1 Vision: 
 

 

 

 

 

Mission: 
 
 

 

 
Values: 

2.2 Organization Structure 

Integrity Customer Focus Trust & Respect Equal Eco-friendly Passion Simplicity 

Opportunity 
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2.2 Organization Structure: 
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Part 3 

 

Discussion of HR function of the IDLC 
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3.1 HRM Purpose 

 
HRM department additionally determines can pay for specific process kinds and includes 

compensations, incentive, bonus, benefits etc. Related with a activity function. Minimizing 

employee turnover and sustain high-quality acting performance in the corporation is the key. 

Minimizing ROI within HR department is likewise a key aim for useful control group. 

Post planning, organizing and directing, basic overall performance of an employee is checked, 

verified and compared with dreams. If real performance is found deviated from the plan, manage 

measures are taken. Hiring is a machine which brings pool of capacity applicants who can assist 

enterprise obtain their dreams and permits managements to choose proper candidates from the 

giving pool. 

3.2 Work analogy & Delineation 

 
With this activity analysis technique, job analysts conduct interviews with incumbents to gather 

information approximately their responsibilities and the way they are dealing with them. 

Interviews can be dependent and unstructured relying to your corporate tradition. Structured 

interviews observe a scientific technique in which personnel are interviewed accurately and 

constantly, following a present layout. In a based interview. 

3.3 Enlisting & Picking 

 
Enlisting is the process of obtaining a pool of applicants with the preferred know how, talents, 

attributes and experience so can select the proper person who will assist your business to attain 

its goals. Picking is the system of interviews, reference checking and trying out or assessment 

that assists to ensure the satisfactory character is appointed; using effective, honest, and equitable 

practices. 
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3.4 Teaching & Evolution 
 

Training is the best thing inside the company global because it will increase the workers 

efficiency & effectiveness. Employees who’ve extra process enjoy professional & informed & 

marketplace. Could be essential enterprise provide corporation higher manner .Schooling desires 

layout in step with employees want. 

3.5 Production Managing 

 
Stated “Performance management is a non-stop system of identifying, measuring, and growing 

performance in corporations by linking every character’s overall performance and targets to the 

corporation’s overall project and goals”. Supervisors makes sure achingly workers sports & yield 

exist well matched accompanied by employer’s dreams & therefore, assist company 

development aggressive enterprise benefit. Production control consequently generates an 

immediate hyperlink in the middle of worker overall production & corporation dreams & made 

personnel” participation direct employer explicit. 

3.6 Reimbursement & Welfare 

 
HRM own performs big part bit part in each and every groups. The very day workers exist taken 

into consideration businesses strong point instead of those not necessary greener & efficaciously 

controlled. So inspire worker’s revenue & advantages was taken into consideration while single 

crucial thing. Workers are doing inclined to paintings handiest, their assume more. These more 

live known as worker advantages. Human is without difficulty obtains come to be in order that 

inspire & that’s a essential venture attend to revenue wills most effective issue his or her so 

something identical coins plausible. 
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Part 04 

Analysis and Findings 
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Analysis 
 

4.1 Soundness of IDLC 

 
Center electricity confirmed crucial aspect within commercial enterprise. Excellent assets & 

enforcing fine enforce aid control which can be toward developing and personnel & making sure 

their energetic contribution toward the success of company dreams. Effective sources have 

additionally been connected to superior company performance. IDLC believes that human 

resources are critical in building and jogging the company. Workers make contributions closer to 

Fulfillment Company. 

4.2 Human Resource Department (HRD) mission 

 
Devoted enterprise desires. Enterprise accomplice, piece prospers man or woman & industrial 

productiveness & overall, non-stop moving & high-quality client support. Assemble excellent 

culture in addition to hold work life way a sturdy attention excellent every. 

4.3 Human Resource Goal of IDLC 

 
Acknowledges organization events want truthful way. Especially targets: 

 
• Regulations permit enforce, advertising, blessings, 

 
Schooling possibilities with none perception & faith. To create surroundings in the agency 

inspire employees to 

• Nicely collectively group equals them to be revolutionary & innovative. 

• Make sure may sufficient human beings capabilities & abilities fulfill enterprise’s 

cutting-edge & destiny. 

• Make sure excellent techniques location foe control. 

• Manipulate inside the corporation. 

 

 
 

• Make sure authorities & employer guidelines protection, fitness & administrative center. 

• Put off sorts compelled hard work simple. 
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Denomination Ranking of IDLC 

 

 

 
 

Figure: Denomination Ranking of IDLC 
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Emerging technologies, new enterprise fashions, converting customer behaviors and tough 

economic conditions are forcing executives everywhere to fundamentally rethink the manner 

they function. And, because the commercial enterprise context evolves, so too do the talents and 

abilities required to efficaciously function inside it. Simply put, actual commercial enterprise fee 

can most effective be generated if corporations have the right human beings within the right area 

at the right time. 

However, it’s now not pretty much being in the proper area on the right time, however 

understanding what to do while there. The truth is that few businesses have taken the vital steps 

to make sure that their employees are properly equipped to satisfy the shifting desires of the 

market and the enterprise, which means that its possibly they’re not unlocking their complete 

ability. Performance optimization must be a continuous adventure and no longer a standalone 

initiative. As people improves, chronic evaluation will display the measurable link between 

worker and enterprise overall performance. 

 

 

Hiring Activity 

 
Recruitment is a manner of finding and attracting the potential assets for filling up the vacant 

positions in an organization. It sources the candidates with the abilities and mind-set, which 

might be required for attaining the objectives of an employer. Recruitment procedure is a 

procedure of identifying the roles vacancy, analyzing the activity necessities, reviewing 

applications, screening, short listing and selecting the proper candidate. To growth the efficiency 

of hiring, its miles endorsed that the HR group of an enterprise follows the 5 quality practices. 

These 5 practices make certain a hit recruitment with none interruptions. In addition, these 

practices make a certain hit recruitment with none interruptions. These make consistency and 

compliance within the recruitment system. 
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At IDLC benefit found totally enrolling live achieved all the time backing 

stair: 

• Identifying the hiring need. 

• Organizing. 

• Screening 

• Identifying possible applicants. 

• Recruiting of A-stage applicants. 

• Telephone 

• Face to face interviewing 

• Final Negotiation 

• On boarding the proper talent. 
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Assessment Strategies 

Written Test 

Conduct CB 

Interview 

Opening 

Interview 

During 

Interview 

Closing 

Interview 

The STAR 

Method 

The Funnel 

Technique 

The ORCE 

Model 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Frame: Stairs about Enroll Procedure of IDLC 

 

Stage 5 

Onboarding 
the right talent 

 

Stage 4 

Final 
Negotiation 

 
Stage 3 

Conduct 
Evaluative 

Assessment 

 

Stage 2 

Screen/ 
Shortlist 

Candidates 

 

Stage 1 

Publish/ 
Advertise 

vacancies 
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The recruitment program is the only that attracts an exceptionally larger wide variety of certified 

candidates who will live to tell the tale the screening procedure and take delivery of positions 

with the organization, whilst offered. Recruitment programs can omit the correct in many 

approaches; by failing to draw a good enough applicant pool, by beneath/over selling the 

company, or by using inadequately screening candidates earlier than they enter the choice 

manner. People responsible for the recruitment process should what number of & what kind of 

personnel are wanted, in which and the way to look for people with the precise qualifications and 

pastimes, what inducements to apply for numerous types of applicant groups. How to 

differentiate candidates who are unqualified from the ones who have an affordable hazard of 

fulfillment, and how to evaluate their paintings. 

 

 

Choice Procedure: 

 
Biodata-Filming Policy: 

 
Orientation Initial Broadcasting Finishing Broadcasting 

Not-Commanding positive  Anxious Law of Human 

Anxious Law of sector 

Administration learner / 

Subordinate Supervisor 

 Anxious Law of Human 

Anxious Sector 

As overhead Subordinate 

supervisor spot 

Anxious Law of Human 

Sector 

Head of Division 

Head of HRD 
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Sorting write down Check 

 
Person aid squad would arrange the written test earlier than face to face & its miles a mandatory 

undertaking being younger stage office-holder. 

 

Written/Typing test Preliminary Review Final Review 

Not-Commanding Position Anxious Law of Human Anxious Human Worker 

Administration 

learner/Subordinate 

Supervisor and high posture 

Anxious Law of Human Head of Division 

Anxious Department/Sector 

 

 

 

 
Arranging write down Check 

 
A pattern of interviewer arranges records consistent with a development of time, either ahead or 

backward. When a subject is satisfactory understood in phrases of various segments of time, a 

chronological layout works nicely. For example, subjects of an historical nature are great 

organized using this pattern. 

When the usage of a chronological pattern, each most important phase of facts represents a 

specific time frame and the sub-factors contained within each principal section consult with 

sizable activities that came about inside that time frame. A variation of this organizational 

sample includes dividing a topic into before in the course segments. 

When the usage of a chronological pattern, each most important phase of facts represents a 

specific time frame, and the sub-factors contained within each principal section consult with 

sizable activities that came about inside that time frame. 

Both conference assembly performed within form based discussion evaluation. Capacity function 

impartial instruction in the middle of gauging job-seeker. Because that facilitates interrogator 
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Against estimating job-seeker at length striking starting point of traits which can be not 

applicable to the job. CB recruitment leads to assess all candidates to the identical function. 

Integration mobilize 

 
• Expiration job seeker before means of very last analysis panel. 

• Organizer useful reserves of restoration suitable revenue grouping chosen applicants 

primarily build on their vocational expertise & enjoy in associated fields. 

 

 

Despite the fact that corporation isn’t extremely big, its call up plans ideal as thesaurus 

conditions. Even so employer will increase each era. As well as trying to increase. Enterprise 

takes on worker through. Now making plans device pick out a smart & clean proficient worker. 

Enterprise complies with method as early as possible. 

 

 

Positioning of Recently Enlisted worker 

Preventive scanning 

Victorious interviewee should licensed suit via put on record healing master accredited at using 

organization. Payment stated persevering at the firm. 

False Statement 

 
If at any time subsequent to the appointment of any employee it’s far found that any statement 

contained within the utility is in any respect untrue, the employee will be susceptible to 

instantaneous launch. 
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Interval of trial 

 
A familiar purpose for using probation periods is that the standard recruitment manner, which 

generally ends up with a activity interview or practical evaluation, isn’t ideal. However thorough 

procedure is probably nonetheless grow to someone who under-performs or doesn’t fit your 

business enterprise. 

 

 

Termination of Employment during Probation 

 
One and only one time in the course of tentative probationary duration the by way of both the 

agency and worker via purpose considering conclusion. At ending the worker will qualified for 

price and revenue as much as and along with the in opposition to firm rise up jumbled for 

duration the path of implementation besides nameless state while be allowed additionally stand 

Up underneath any liability of the company underneath the supply of any regulation in the 

meanwhile in pressure. 

Verification nomination 

 
Verification is confirmation or final proof. Affirmation is a rite wherein someone if provided full 

attractiveness into confirmed within the faith, normally provided in a rite attended by way of 

family and buddies. Confirmation is an obvious by-product of the verb affirms. 

 

 

Mastery of verification 

 
Mastery verification method the written affirmation furnished or deemed to be supplied by the 

authority that the goods appear to have been successfully furnished, installed and commissioned 

prepared for use. 
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Accountability to Shift 

 
If a corporation needs to audit its debts payable records, it ought to assessment any outgoing 

budget associated with debt obligations or creditor bills. The system may also require a 

assessment of billings and a reconciliation of these amounts with bills that were recorded as 

being made. 
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Findings 
 

IDLC Finance Ltd is main economic organization in Bangladeshi marketplace to compete. 

There are every few matters that I have located working with them. They are: 

I. As running of IDLC Finance Ltd I haven’t discovered any critical issues concerning their 

running environment as due to the fact they may be following and ensuring the high- 

quality way to maintained it. 

II. But one factor should to say that there HR chain of command is very an awful lot crucial 

and very a lot time ingesting to get and replace any order to enforce. They need to 

paintings on for it tries to lessen system criticalities. 

III. They are maintaining a completely complex IT device for his or her each day activities. 

IV. One component major that a number of the employees are not privy to how to follow for 

go away device. This is one of the troubles that need to be solved with the aid of 

providing proper training on it. 

V. Chain of command of the corporation is lots extra critical to speak. Better to make it little 

bit easy and flexible considering pinnacle to lower management. 

VI. Sometimes employee profile is not displaying of their ID, it have to be progressed 

instantaneous foundation. 

VII. Contemporary organizational behavior may be very crucial difficulty to explain well. 

Behavior cannot degree and there are not such any equipment to degree it. In the 

organization they in the main emphasis on behavioral issues and the internal working 

surroundings generally based totally on that. 

VIII. Sometimes the enterprise ignores outside issues coming from outsides that may create 

damage for them. 

IX. According to the analysis it’s a rely of be aware that there training applications are 

allowed for handiest precise degree. They must control more schooling and improvement 

applications for degree of category personnel. 
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Chapter 5 

RECOMMENDATION & CONCLUSION 
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5.1 Recommendation 

 
Few guidelines underneath: 

 
• Reform everyday appearance track device due to the fact they are the use of hired man pc 

logged hour just individual everyday appearance. Additionally reason impotence due to 

fact most of the company counts their personnel attendance with the aid of finger prints 

either identity board conceal. Towards upgrade performance hominid and branch. 

• Intensify deputation labor each one stage to growth. 

• Work involvement ought to be bought personnel receptacle skill distinctive 

responsibilities & topmost ability of information. 

• Judgment applicants whilst enlist ought to greater ability primarily construct & 

adjudicator duty to live improved. 

• Need to launch vogue type’s plan of actions and so forth. Take on proper expertise. 
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5.2 Conclusion 
 

On the complete, this internship was a useful experience. I have received new know-how, 

competencies and met many new humans. I completed several of my gaining knowledge of 

desires, but for a few the conditions did no longer permit. I was given perception into expert 

exercise. I learned the distinctive facets of running inside an organization. I skilled that 

financing, as in many organizations, is an important thing for the development of initiatives. 

I ought to start my working career. However I could carry out positive obligations in higher 

studies if I understand more the studies methodologies implemented in studies. It would 

additionally be higher if I can present and express myself greater with a bit of luck. 

At last this internship has given me new insights and motivation to pursue a career. The 

internship becomes also desirable to find out what my strengths and weaknesses are. This helped 

me to outline what talents and information I must enhance within the coming time. It could be 

better that the know-how level of the language is sufficient to make a contribution absolutely to 

projects. 
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